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Sergeant Soriano further acknowledged that while in that role. it was his responsibility to have 

made radio transmissions (T. 32). Sergeant Soriano explained his decision not to order 

Respondent to make a U-tum: 

9 

.. At that point, it was more of a safety thing where I made the decision that if you try to 
make a U-tum and we get stuck, in my head I was thinking a vehicle was going to come 
at a high rate of speed and collide with us. I believe if we proceeded with our lights on 
and the other vehicle right next to us with our lights on, that hopefully we can clear that." 

(T. 41). 

!. Fail11re to Terminate Vehicle Pursuit 

Patrol Guide procedure 221-15 (eff. 5/17/17) requires UMOS, upon observing that there 

is a vehicle to be stopped, or there is a likelihood that vehicle pursuit may be imminent. to:

l. Initiate vehicle stop when feasible.
2. Detennine the necessity for commencing and continuing a vehicle pursuit by
considering the following:

a. Nature of offense
b. Time of day
c. Weather condition
d. Location and population density
e. Capability of Department vehicle
f. Familiarity with area.

(Patrol Guide 221-15. paragraphs I and 2). 

I find the Department has met its burden of proof by a preponderance of the credible. 

relevant evidence that Respondent "'Tongfully failed to break off the vehicle pursuit when the 

risk to the public outweighed the need to stop the vehicle. The Note in Patrol Guide 221-15 

states: 

Department policy requires that a vehicle pz,rsuil be /erminated whenei·er the risks IO 
unij{)rmed members of the service and the public outweigh lhe danger lo lhe community ij. 
the suspect is not immedia1ely apprehended [italics in original}. 
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2. Failure to lV01ify Radio Dispatcher

Cpon commencing a vehicle pursuit, Patrol Guide procedure 22 I -15 requires UMOS to: 

3. Notify radio dispatcher at start of pursuit and provide the following information:
a. Your location
b. Type of vehicle, color and direction of travel
c. Nature of offense
d. Registration number and state of registration
e. Occupants
f. Any other pertinent information.

4. Maintain contact with radio dispatcher but do not depress transmitter key
unnecessarily

••• 

5. Utilize vehicle's emergency signaling devices intelligently .

• • •

6. Inform radio dispatcher if vehicle changes direction.
a. Give last location of vehicle, speed. and direction of travel.

7. Notify radio dispatcher if pursued vehicle is lost or pursuit is tenninated.

(Patrol Guide 221-15, paragraphs 3-7). 
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I find that the Department has failed to meet its burden of proof by a preponderance of 

the credible, relevant evidence that Respondent wrongfully failed to communicate either at the 

commencement or the termination of the vehicle pursuit. The uncontested evidence at trial 

established conclusively that Respondent was operating his vehicle and Sergeant Soriano, who 

was also his immediate supervisor, was acting as the recorder. The duties of the recorder in a 

police vehicle are well known and set forth in Patrol Guide procedure 202-23. As a purely 

practical matter. the operator of a police vehicle who is initiating a vehicle pursuit is engaged in a 

potentially hazardous operation which requires his full attention. 1t is logical that the 

responsibility to communicating over the police radio falls to the recorder, as a matter of 

practice, as well as policy. 
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In this case, Sergeant Soriano also happens to have been the person Respondent would 

have communicated \\1th in order to keep his chain of command advised of his actions. Since 

Sergeant Soriano was present and acting in the role of recorder, the responsibility for making the 

notification to the radio dispatcher fell upon him. Sergeant Soriano. by his o\\'n admission, did 

not make a notification and offered no rational explanation for why he did not do so2
•

Accordingly, I find Respondent Not Guilty of Specification I. 

PENALTY 

In order to determine an appropriate penalty, Respondent's service record was examined. 

See Matter of Pell v. Board of Educ., 34 N.Y.2d 222,240 (I 974). Respondenl was appointed to 

the Department on July 6, 2011. Information from his personnel record that was considered in 

making this penalty recommendation is contained in an attached confidential memorandum. 

The Advocate has recommended that Respondent forfeit 10 vacation days. 

In a relevant case, a respondent forfeited IO vacation days after being found guilty of 

failing to terminate a vehicle chase (Disciplinary Case No. 2016-16616 [March 2, 2018][six-year 

police officer found guilty of failure to terminate a vehicle chase. Respondent intended to stop 

motorist for overly-tinted windows. Motorist refused to stop and fled from a city street onto a 

highway, striking multiple cars in the process. During the chase, the motorist made a U-tum and 

fled against oncoming traffic, after which Respondent continued the pursuit]). In that case, the 

tribunal found that "the risks to the officers and the public from this entire pursuit were too great, 

particularly when weighed against the nature of the original offense" (Id at 7). 

� Sergeant Soriano admitted that he had been charged with misconduct relating 10 this incident and entered a plea of 
nolu contendere to resolve the charges. The disposition is awaiting the approval of the Police Commissioner. The 
tribunal does not anach any probative value to Sergeant Soriano's disposition for purposes of determining whether 
Respondent committed misconduct. 








